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Class Hour Options Still A,ailable 
Most students feel that the "big black box" is going to 
determine their schedule for them ; but this is not going to 
be the case with computer registration at Eastern, 
according to Don Manson, institutional research 1analyst. 
Manson, who served as registrar for s~ven years prior 
to being named to his new position of analyst April 1, said 
he feels that a student pays tuition and therefore i~ 
entitled to some choices as to hours, courses and 
instructors. 
Better Day Co m.ing 
The student will be "one hell of a lot better off with the 
computer registration than with the system we have 
now," Manson stated. 
"Obviously, it is not going to be the answer to all student 
problems, an~ it is not going to give every student the ideal 
schedule every quarter; but it is the best system 
available," Manson commented. 
Under the present system, Manson stated, courses such 
as Art in the Humanities were limited. All the students 
desiring to take the class could not do so since there were 
only enough staff members to handle four sections of the 
class. 
The college is presently trying to determine which route 
to take in establishing computer registration as it should 
be. Possibilities include having a professional company 
implement the program. This looks good but is very 
expeqsive, ~ccording tQ Manson. 
"Presently, we are working on a cost estimate for doing 
it ourselves," said Manson. 
Another possibility involves implementing patchwork of 
the system employed by Washington State University 
(WSU) and adapting it to a school of Eastern's size. The. 
school is also inv~stigating colleges approximately the 
size of Eastern who already use a system like the 
proposed one, the research analyst stated. 
Under the computer system, students will request 
courses they want to take and the specific sections. At this 
point, they are not considered registered. 
The results will be tallied by computer as to course, 
space, and available time in each individual department. 
At this point, the institution will do everything possible to 
give the students those choices. 
It is speculated that the system can reach 90 to 95 
percent fulfullment in meeting student choices. Anything 
over 60 percent would be doing better than now, said 
Manson as the school presently boasts a 45 percent 
drop-add rate. 
Each individual department will survey the student 
demand and adjust the master schedule for classes based 
upon what the students desire. 
When the departments resubmit their master schedule, 
they should have done everything possible to meet student 
demands and at this time the student demand sheets will 
be filtered through the computer again. 
The student's chances of getting the class schedule he 
wants should be maximized at this point, Manson said. 
A basic difference between this system and the system 
employed by WSU is the fact that the w:su system 
arbitrarily assigns classes at this point whereas Eastern 's 
system will be student-oriented. 




Second Choice Possible 
When selecting classes, the student will select a class 
and sequence number and U.ne-for-line alternates so that if 
one class is not available, the student could be given his 
second choice for that class. 
Another consideration is to allow the students to state 
their preference of importance in each line as to course 
and hour and by this means, the computer will pick the 
alterna~e course or the first course at another hour if 
respective course 1s avauao1e. 
Another possibility is that an individual be allowed to 
tag one course as an "absolute must". for each quarter· 
how~ver, if a student tries to "beat the system" by 
taggmg all courses, the computer will automatically 
throw out all the designations. 
The student may also be allowed to block out areas 
when he will not be available to attend classes. Blocking 
out time will reduce the student's chances of getting his 
.first choice of classes, Manson pointed out. 
As with the present system, the upper classmen will 
probably be given the advantage of class preferences, 
Manson said. 
Drop-add will still be available with the spe~ification 
that the only adding will be those classes which are 
available after sectioning has been completed. Manson 
said the , students will "eventually have to realize that 
their choices had better be solid.'' 
Confirmation Slowed 
The file will be saved until as.many of the choices are in 
as possible so that a student who preregisters will not get 
a confirmation of classes immediately. 
For instance, a student who preregisters for fall quarter 
in May will not get a confirmation card until August. This 
will provide for the possibility of a .changing class request 
until the last minute, Manson noted. 
Registration by mail Ior summer quarter is May 1-19. 
Campus registration will be ... Tune 19 from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 
p.m. in the SUB. (cont'd to page 5 ) 
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·· editorial 
Do It . .. 
For the student that complains· of mismanage-
ment of funds, nonrepresentation and inaction this 
is the day. This is the day too for the student who 
never complains but on the same hand never gets 
involved in A.S . . government because it isn't 
relevant. For the student who like the way things 
are heading and would like to see them continue 
"if something needs 
to be done . 
tl)is too is the day. · · 
Yes folks, today is election day. And you, the 
student, are being urged to vote for the candidates 
and referendums of your choice. To many this may 
seem a waste of time or a needless nuisance. 
and in the end 
• 
it is not done· 
then you and I 
are among those 
who 
did not do it·." 
This is not necessarily so. For those who 
complain, now is the chance to vote in officers and 
procedures to alleviate their complaints. For those 
who don't feel involved, now is the time to become : 
involved, for the quarter of a million dollar budget 
A.S. handles is your money. For the student who is 
letters · tO the· ed 
·content, now is the time to insure a continuance. Editor: do not offer birth control devices 
Why is it that a clinic that is and have refused to even advise 
As for us, we feel that election time is the time for sponsored, paid for, and used, by students seeking abortions. 
students to choose those who will be spending their the students does not offer one of By law, most students (eight-
money and providing them with entertainment, the services most vitally needed teen and over) can take advan-
d by those same students? We refer tage of such services where programs and service in the coming year; an to to those matters concerning offered. If the clinic were owned 
tell those they elect how they want that money sexualfunction and reproductlon. and operated privately, it would 
t While the clinic does treat have the privilege of refusing 
spen · venereal disease as a "ailment", these services. However, it is 
This particular election offers students the they recently declined to help a student-financed and should offer 
opportunity to direct the way in which the portion student whose period was late what students need and want. 
f · · · h S · because it was "a pill related What is the problem? It is 
staff have personal objections to 
these matters. Others say that it 
is a sensitive area that the 
administration is unwilling to 
enter. Whatever the reasons ( or 
lack of them ) , let's bring this out 
in the open. We urge that 
interested parties reply in the 
Easterner and that proper action 
be taken. 
Thank you, 
Rob & Marion Wert O their tuition t at goes to A. · IS spent: problem." At the same time, they whispered that some of the clinic 
They can choose to continue the $1.00 per student ....-----------------------------, 
per quarter allotment to the Alumni association or easterner 
they can -redirect that nearly $18,000 yearly amount editor · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · . jennifer davis 
into some other' perhaps more student related, associate editor .......... ............ ... ..................... ...... .. ....... tom rantz 
activity (referendum 4); news editors .... · .. · .. · .. · ...... · .... · ...... ·· .. ····· .. · .. ·:· .... · ...... · "cia~~\~~~:; 
They can direct that funds presently used for sports editor ................................................................ tom vail 
other activities and programs (perhaps the alumni copy editor ....................... . . .. ..... . .............. .. ... .. ....... karin fladwed 
fund, AWS or publications) be used to help the business manager · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · rich flora 
operating budget of the union buildings (referen- ~!~~1;~~~0;:~!~r..:::: :·::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·:: :. : : : : :·: :·::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : b~t~~;s~~ 
dum 5); . . 
They can direct to increase the service gotten 
from the funds currently expended on the Magic 
Bus (referendum 2). / 
Students can also vote on the number and type of 
representation they get (Bill 065); the amount of 
voting power their executive officers have (Bill 
072); and the amount executive officers are paid 
(Bill 068). 
Perhaps even more important, students are 
presented with the opportunity to ~hoose who they 
want to execute their directions. 
Yes, this is the day, the day for students to make 
their sentiments known. And that is the important 





the easterner is printed weeldy except during holidays and periods immediately preceding at eastern 
washington state college student union building, college and g streets, cheney, washington, by the 
associated students of ewsc. all editorial opinions expressed in the easterner are those of their authors, 
where signed, or of the easterner, and do not necessarily represent those of the associated students, the 
faculty or administration of ewsc. 
r 
TICt<ETS AVAtLASLE I\T: P.M. JACOY, NORTH TOWN MJIIIC, VALLl:Y lt~CO~D 9'ACtc', IION • 
~lllCHt . MlltL 0-M ONIY : &Po~N£ c.oa.1 seuM -¥i,"~"'-..,,ON c;au.(!111'1) 328·:lllCI 
. .. ~ 
• Ma,IGN "·'Nf'WOII .. , 
Vietnami1at.ion t Troop Withdrawal 
. . . . \' . 
-- Intensified Bombi·ng 
- - . 
PROTEST RALLY 
' ' . 
SP.EAK-ERs·· --- Discussion of Nixon's Secret Formula 
12 Noon - Thursday, April 20 
PUB STEPS . 
Ad Hoc Student-Facult Committee for PEACE NOW! 
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Get Your Referendum Info Here ..• 
:JY. fom Rantz 
Realizing that students who are not active in student 
government may not fully understand the proposed 
amendments and referendums on today's ballot, The 
Easternt:r asked for more detailed explanations of the 
proposals. 
In some cases the pros and cons are clear, but in others 
they aren't, so we asked John Allen, Jim DeWalt and Pat 
O'Donnell for a further explanation of unclear wording. 
Listed below are the proposals on today's ballot. Below 
each is information to further inform students as to the 
intent of the measures. 
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS 
Bill056 
Provides a method for removing student legislators 
from office for non-attendance or· incompetence. 
The purpose here is to cut down on the amount of 
absenteeism of legislators from meetings. By missing 
meetings the legislators are not fully repr~senting the 
students. This bill provided for the removal of 
uninterested, inactive legislators through the A.S. court 
system. 
Bill 065 
Changes composition of student legislature by A) 
representatives elected at large rather than by campus, 
Cheney and Spokane Districts and B) reduces the number 
of student legislators from 18 to 15, effective Fall 1972. 
One of the main purposes here is to insure the most 
representation where the most students vote. If more 
campus residents vote, they would theoretically elect 
more campus-based legislators the Spokane-based 
legislators, and vice-versa. Under this system, a 
legislator would be responsible t:o all students, not just 
those in his immediate area. 
This also elimin~tes the need for a student legislator .to 
resign (as he must now) if he moves from campus to 
Cheney, Spokane to campus, Cheney to ~pokane, etc. 
The idea is .to give those students who ·vote in strongest 
numbers the opportunity to be represented accordingly. 
The second part of this Bill would phase out three 
legislative positions at the end of summer quarter. It 
makes the legislature more workable by reducing its size. 
Those desiring to run for legislature would run for any 
one of the 15 at large positions beginning in Fall quarter, 
so no one would be forced out of his or her legislative 
position. 
Bill 067 
Establishes student identity for voting in student 
elections by presentation of any suitable photo 
identification card rather than the student body ID card. 
The purpose here is to make things easier for the 
student desiring to vote by making any photo ID 
acceptable. Now one must present the student ID or elso 
go to A.S. for verification, a trip that wastes the student's 
time and reduces interest in elections. 
By loosening the identification requirements, it is hope 
that more students would take part in the elections. 
Jliil Oti8 
More clearly establishes guidelines for the payment of 
student executives in student government. . 
Thjs could clear ,up the matter of ho~ much studen~ 
.. 
executives are to be paid. At present they may oe paid 
more than the allotted $218.00 per month due to loopholes 
in the A.S. Constitution. 
Bill 069 . 
Changes polling place personnel requjrements so that 
they (the precinct workers) may be relat~ves of faculty or 
administrators; and changes the office responsible for 
elections from the Director of Student Activities to the 
office of the Student Body Vice-President. 
Currently no one related with the college or related to 
any one related with the college may work as precinct 
workers (the people who have you sign your name and 
give you a ballot). This would change the present system 
because it makes it very difficult to get people to work 
under the current regulations. 
It is also felt that the job of managing the elections was 
not related to student activities, so it is proposed that it be 
moved to the office of the student body Vice-President. 
Bill 070 
Establishes rules of order for the student body 
legislature as Robert's Rules of Order. 
(Self explanatory) 
Bill 071 
Changes the num her of judges on the student Superior 
Court from five (5) to seven (7). . 
The purpose of this bill is to make it easier (or the court 
to have a quorum, and thus be able to act on the business 
they are supposed to. It is also felt that more judges would 
give the decisions of the court more validity. 
Bill 072 
A) makes the Student Treasurer and the Student 
Activities Co-ordinator non-voting members of the student 
legislature, B) removes the Faculty Advisor from the 
legislature, and C) removes the Associated Student 
Secretary as an elected officer, effective at the end of 
spring quarter, 1972. 
This bill was designed to A) reduce the large amount of 
votes the executives have now, B) does away with a 
faculty advisor who is not really needed by the legislature, 
and C) does away with the position of A.S. Secretary, 
which position the current legislators, including the 
present A.S. Secretary, feel is not worth the money paid 
and is an unnecessary job. 
Bill 081 
Moves elections one additional week into each quarter 
to provide better newpaper publicity. , · 
This tull proposes that the entire election process be 
moved one week into the quarter. This would aHow The 
Easterner to further cover the preliminary action in the 
elections, such as the filing process. 
REFERENDUMS 
Referendum 1 
Student government should work for the establishment 
of "dorm hours" set by the dorms themselves, rather than 
let limits be set by the college administration. 
It is felt that students on each floor of each dorm should 
be able to decide on their own hours of visitation. ,Hours 
are limited at this point, and this would propose that the · 
limits be removed. 
·Dorm capacity is 1,945 and there are currently only 
about 1,200 people in the dorms. By making life in the 
dorms more liveable (by allowing each group to choose 
their own hours) it is felt that more people would be 
inclined to stay in the dorms. 
If passed, the Board of Trustees still has to pass the 
proposal, but this referendum is the first move in the 
direction of student-control~ed dorm hours. 
R~ferendum 2 
The Magic Bus service should be expanded on 
week-nights and week-ends to make the recreation 
facilities to Spokane available to Cheney-located students, 




Student government should establish that some portion 
of Student Activity Funds be allocated for Minority 
Awareness Programs. 
As it stands now, there is no regular funding for a 
Minority Awareness Program and many people feel there 
should be. It is felt that the student government should 
serve all the students, not just the majority. This would 
propose that a program of this nature be regularly funded 
by A.S. 
Referendum 4 
$1.00 per quarter per student should be collected from 
the Student Services portion of tuition to provide lifetime 
membership in the Alumni Association. ( The collection of 
this fee would not result in increased tuition.) 
Students currentlv have this amount taken out and 
given to the Alumni Association and the practice is almost 
unique to this school. The vast majority of other schools 
fund their Alumni Associations through fund drives and 
contributions from the alumni. · 
Approximately $18,000 goes to this program each year, 
money that could continue to go to the Alumni 
Association, or if students desire, could be channeled into 
other areas of student services. 
It is a matter of priorities; do you want to be a member 
of the Alumni Association ~fter you graduate, or do you 
want expanded services and programs now? 
Referendum 5 
The present funding level of the Unions Operations 
Budget (PUB and Bookstore) sh,ould be increased without 
raising the present tuition level. 
This is proposed to help alleviate the deficit at which 
this budget is operating at this time; to get it out of the 
red. The money would have to come from some other area 
of student money, such as that which currently goes to the 
Alumni Association, or some other area of student 
services. 
The money is used to pay off the Union buildings and 
their operation costs ; th'e sooner ifis paia up, the better, 
. but it means spending money that could be going to other 
activities. 
. ' . 
@lJALrrv CONTROL 
KHQ FM STEREO 98 Solid Gold Rock 
.. " ' . . . " . ' 
-
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The Easterner asked the candidates for the A.S. 
Executive positions to answer certain questions for 
publication in this week's paper. Here are the questions 
posed and the answers received. It is hoped that this will 
give students a .better knowledge of the candidates' 
positions on various issues. 
PRESIDENT and VICE PRESIDENT 
1. What is your position on the funding of the so-called 
controversial A.S. programs, such as A.W.S., Alumni 
Association and minority awareness? 
2. Recognizing Uiat students have voiced a desire for 
decreased spending on inter-collegiage sports and 
increased spending on intramural sports, what would you 
propose to do to comply with this student opinion'? 
3. What methods would you propose to get continuous 
feedback and opinion from the student body on particular 
programs and-or issues throughout the coming year? 
JEFF RIDDLE 
1. .. (A) .. On funding AWS, one must know that presently 
AWS receives $.50 per woman student per quarter, while 
other student organizations are required to submit budget 
requests to the A.S. Legislature for approval. I believe 
A WS should be funded like all other student organizations, 
and at the same time I beli~ve that the A.S. Legislature 
should support worthwhile AWS programs like the 
Volunteer Bureau. 
..... (B) .. The Alumni Association presently receives 
$1.00 per quarter ( over $18,000 this year). At most colleges 
Alu,mnj Assoc!a.t~ons are . funded by contributions from 
alumni. I think it is entirely unnecessary for students to be 
funding an Alumni Association, and with A.S. having 
financial difficulties, this would free over $18 000 for 
• • I , f 
student services .... . . (C) .. Presently there is no A.S. 
funding of a minority awareness program. It is the duty of 
government to meet the needs of the people it serves. For 
this reason, I support some student fundmg of a minority 
awareness program and support the referendum on the 
baUot concerning a minority awareness program. 
2 ... It is the duty of a president to follow the will of the 
people, and being aware of the problems in budgeting 
athletics, public and administrative priorities, I would be 
in favor of holding the athletic department within their 
present budgets, dropping those sports which we cannot 
afford, but keeping those sports necessary to meet NAIA 
standards since we are a member of that organization. 
.. It is also imperative that sports which are to be 
dropped, be dropped this quarter, so that students who 
participate in those sports will know they are being 
dropped so they can transfer to schools who offer the 
sports, if they so desire. (We should not have another 
!ncident_Iike this year where the swim team was dropped 
m the middle of the year.) I would also fight any attempts 
to decrease spending for intra murals. They are important 
because they allow more direct student participation than 
intercollegiate athletics do, and I favor a strong 
intramural sports program. 
3 ... The methods I propose to get continuous feedback and 
opinion from the student body are: 
.... 1. .. writing a column in The Easterner to inform 
.... . .... students 
. . . . 2 .. . attending all the dorm council meetings once a 
....... . . month 
Mark Lobdell Pat O'Donnell Tony Kjeldson 
... . 3 ... setting up a table in the PUB and Tawanka 
. . . ..... . several times a month where students can rap 
........ . with their officers 
.... 4 ... putting up an A.S. bulletin board in the PUB that 
......... contains A.S. news and committee reports. 
. . If the officers make themselves available to students 
and let the students know what they want to do and are 
doing, rather. than just giving them a finished product, you 
will get the feedback needed to make A.S. work for the 
studenrs benefit. 
MARK LOBDELL 
.. For the past two years I have served in the capacity of 
Treasurer for the Associated Students. Although limited 
space prevents a complete run-down of events leading to 
these questions, I will attempt to outline ~ome background 
for my responses. 
I ... Concerning the Associated Women Students, (AWS), 
the Associated Student Legislature has recently acted on 
a proposal to have the 50 cents which is currently taken 
out . of female tuition for A WS returned to the A.S . . 
operating budget. There is also a referendum on today's 
ballot to find, out what the female students think of this 
action. I feel that this is positive action for budgetary 
consistancy and that AWS's worthwhile programs should 
be funded through A.S. and not as a separate entity. 
2 ... Currently one dollar per student per quarter Le; taken 
for an alumni budget which is used for their programs. 
The student seFvice and activities committee, which I am 
a member of, recently passed a proposal to the Board of 
. Trustees recommending that th~s dollar be returned to 
A.S. for.PUB operations. l believe this .is ~ good propos~I 
which would allow the PUB to increase se.rvice to 
students. , · · · · ' 
3 ... Minority a,wareness for the past several years has 
been presented through a Black · Week. This caused 
attendance problems because scheduled events were so 
close together that students could only attend a few. This 
year the program was lengthened to Black Month to solve 
this problem and funded $3,000. I feel that a minoi·ity 
awareness program should continue but should cover a 
full year so students could arrange their schedules to 
make attendance possible. I also feel that this type of 
program should include all minorities so students may 
become aware of the minority cultures. 
2 ... The interest in intramural sports has been on the 
increase on this campus for several years. The A.S. 
legislature, recognizing this increased interest has 
supplemented the budgeted amount each year. I am in 
favor of continuing this precedent. 
. . . . . In years past, inter-collegiate athletics have been 
funded by A.S. to the tune of $70-$80,000. I would be in 
favor of limiting the number of sports. This will make it 
possible for A.S. to fund intercollegiate sports at a level in 
which they are on a competitive basis with all other 
Evergreen Conference schools. 
3 ... I feel that Student government should make every 
effort to improve communications and feed back on all 
issues. This can be at least imporved by having legislators 
and execs write informative articles for the Easterner, 
and by scheduling legislators and execs so that one 
member is present at every dorm council meeting. I also 
believe that it is the duty of a responsible student 
government to recognize the problems of students and 
address themselves to solving these problems. An 
ELECT 
example of such a problem that I helped to solve would be 
the Magi~Bus. Feedback was not necessary to know that 
students had a transportation-parking problem. Such an 
issue for next year would be a firm stand to stop the rising 
tuition. 
PAT O'DONNELL 
1. .. I am in favor of AWS coming to the A.S. Legislature to 
be funded a~ are other organizations, following a 
referendum of the women st,udents to get their opinion. I 
feel that the A.S. should fund programs that prove their 
worth and AWS does have some programs that are 
worthy. 
... . . I am in favor of reducing the L'AJumni funds of $1.00 
per quarter per student by 50 percent, with the funds 
saved from this cut going towards innovations in the PUB 
food service. 
..... I favor an A.S. funded program in minority 
awareness, to include all minorities, not just the blacks. I 
think that a series of different awareness weeks for 
blacks, Indians, Chicanos, Hawaiians· and the foreign 
stu.dents wo~ld be of benefit to the campus community. 
This would mclude cultural and culinary experiences. 
2 •.. I would like to see the inter-collegiate sports 
continued, but only within the Evergreen Conference and 
with other colleges in the Northwest. I would inc1·ease the 
funding for intramurals with the money saved in travel in 
the inter-collegiate sports. 
3 ... I would propose that the A.S. executive officers attend 
do!·m, fraternitf, club and ol'cganization meetings and 
brief the students on what is happening in A.S. and ask, 
their opinions as to the concerns of the students. A.S. 
cannot wait for the students to come to th.em; we· must 
search out student opinion and be guided by that opinion. 
In attempting to find out what students think, the A.S. 
should utilize the dorm and floor governments to get 
feedback. This would result in greater contact with A.S. 
and an expanded purpose in dorm and floor government. 
E.C.A. 
1. What, if anything, do you propose to do about the lack 
of "Big Name" talent appearing at Eastern? 
2. How would you finance the high costs of "Big Name" 
entertainment1 
3. If elected, what types of programming would you · 
emphasize? 
MIKE BAKER 
1 and~; .. First: let's look at the problems concerning "big 
name entertamment at Eastern . . Our main problem is we 
curr~ntly have only a 1,000 seat hall available in the PUB 
m~ltt-purp~se room. If we were to charge an admission 
price Just high enough to break even it would be too costly 
for most students. Take a concert with "Bread" for 
example. They charge $7,500 for a concert. That would 
mean we would have to charge $7 .50 per ticket just to 
break even. One solution would be to get back our field 
house. !here we have 2,000 seats and could pack more 
people m. Although the acoustics are terrible we could 
lower the price per ticket. I think it's going to t;ke a great 
deal of w?rk on the part of the E .C.A. next year 
to get the field house. They can use it for basketball and 
graduation so I don't see why we ~an't use if for concerts. 
3. · · One of the new types of entertainment that is 
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Executive Hopefuls Reply ··10 Easterner Queri.es-
Mike ·Baker Jay Johnson Ingrid Brandt Jeanne Herron 
becoming available now is video tapes. I would like to 
program a video tape system here at Eastern. It would be 
set up in the PUB and I feel that it would give the 
commuters something to view. I wouW also like to 
continue the weekend movie series.Also I would also like 
to continue the weekend movie series. Also-I would like to 
see the A.S. help clubs and organizations sponsor dances 
here. This way we could afford a better quality of bands. 
JAY JOHNSON 
· 1.0ne of my points during my campain was to eliminate 
the Wednesday film series due to the lack of interest. With 
the release of these funds and some closer cutting 
elsewhere, we could ponder ideas of more popular 
varieties of groups. Possibly a good group to get right now 
for cheapest price might be America ("A Horse With No 
Name). 
2. One important aspect to think about is getting the field 
house back for concerts again. The PUB only holds about 
900 people whereas the Brick Barn holds 2500 - 3000 people. 
We can afford some bigger talents. Some of the groups 
and-or artists worth looking into are YES, AMERICA, 
NEIL YOUNG, ELTON JOHN, LIGHTHOUSE, THREE 
DOG NIGHT, just to name a few. 
3. Fall Quarter 1971 showed a great amount of money 
mis-management. No money to speak of was left for the 
budget for Spring Quarter. Herb Jones asked the dorms to 
pitch in and pay the price for some of the films and a 
dance. I would attempt to curtail this unwise usage of 
money. 
"Big name" talent costs "big" money. The return off ·of 
those concerts in the Brick Barn will have to make the 
difference. 
TREASURER 
1. If next year is a year of bugetary tightness, how do you 
propose to achieve equitable funding to the various A.S. 
programs? 
2. What would you propose to correct the problems with 
the operating budget of the union buildings? 
recommendati<!_ns to the A.S. Legislature. 
various budgets will be funded. If an organization desires 
funding during the fiscal year, it submits its request to the 
A.S. Legislature for action. The Treasurer does not have 
the power to give anyone any money without the 
Legislature's consent. It is, therefore, up to the 
Legislature to insure equitable funding to the various 
organizations. 
. . The Treasurer's duties include keeping the Legislature 
informed of the remaining funds and the discrepancies 
between the estimated and the actual enrollment figures. 
He also acts as chairman of the Finance Committee and 
the yearly budget hearings and as a member of the 
Student ·services and Activities Fees Committee. His most 
important job, however, is to work with the other 
executive officers for improvements in the system in 
order to improve students life at Eastern. 
2 •.. I am in favor of the proposal to appeal to the Board of 
Trustees to transfer the dollar per quarter per student 
that the Alumni Association presently receives to the 
Union Buildings budget. This transfer of funds will not 
only take the Union Buildings out of the hole, .but will also 
give them extra money to provide better services to the 
students. This transfer of funds will not cost the students 
any more . than they are presently paying but will affect 
the majority of students a great deal. The Alumni 
Association does almost nothing for the students while the 
Union Buildings offer their services for all the students. 
.. If elected Treasurer I will work to the fullest of my 
capabilities with the other executive officers to bring 
about this transfer of funds so students at Eastern may 
have better services in the Union Buil(Jings. 
3 ... Last year approximately 20,955 students attending 
Eastern during the four quarters, paid $20 each quarter to 
A.S. for a total fo $492,136. Of this amount $232,231 was 
used to pay the bond requirements, $83,820 was transfered 
to the Student Services and Activities Fee Committee for 
department-related programs, and $176,085 was distribu-
ted by the A.S. Legislature to the various organizations on 
campus. With this kind of money at A.S. 's disposal, I think 
communications between A.S. and the students? 
3. What do you think is the utility of the women's 
organizations on cam pus? 
Neither candidate for A.S. Secretary responded to THE 
EASTERNER'S questions. We tried to contact both 
Jeanne Herron and Ingrid Brandt on Monday evening and 
Tuesday morning but were unable to reach them . 
• 
Computer Registation 
(cont'd from page 1) 
Another possibility is placing a limit on the number of 
hours, and Manson said the deans were going to consider 
t~e possibility. The main rationale for a limit would be to 
give each student a fairly equal chance to get his first 
.choice of classes. · 
Manson noted that there is discussion on the state level 
which could result in a "fixed tuition rate for a given 
number of hours." 
"The beauty about the system is that you can build 
anything into it that you want," said Namson. "obviously 
the system is not going to work unless the students ar~ 
satisfied with it." 
"The whole process of registration will be simpler this 
way,'' said new registrar Del Liljegrin. ''We have used the 
computer for years, but now we've changed the 
programming and processing of data. From now on there 
will be no registration packets- the s tudent can fill out his 
biographical information and make his class requests all 
on one form . The form will then go through the Registrar's 
office, to be checked for class enclosure, and then on to the 
computer. 
''The computer will return a cvmplete class 
confirmation card," Liljegrin continued. " We'll pass it on 
to the students and keep a copy in our office. The end 
result is an elimination of 2 or 3 registration steps, making 
it easier for the students and for our office." 
3. Considering the A.S. pays a business manager 
approximately $7,200 each year, why is the position of 
Treasurer necessary? 
TONY KJELDSON 
a student should be responsible and answerable for it. The ---.:.------ ,;;;;;;_._;;;;;;;;.-.... ------~.., 
business Manager works eight hours, five days a week at VO T E FOR R ENT . 
his job of keeping A.S. books in order. He does not attend 1 
A.S. Legislature meetings, Finance Committee meetings, 1 Bedroom & 2 Bedroom. Student Service & activities Fees 'Committee meetings, 
1. ···.D.u~ing S~~ing quarter all clubs, organizations and 
actav1tles des1rmg funds from A.S. submit budget requests 
for the following fiscal year to the A.S. Treasurer The 
A.S. Fin?nce Committee, composed of members ~f the 
A.S. Legislature with the Treasurer as its chairman, then 
meets ~nd attempts to balance the requested budgets with 
Executive meetings, or special Legislative meetings. He Apts. & Duplex Units For 
does not work with the other A.S. executive officers on Sharing Students. Many 
new programs nor does he do any research on these new VO l E Units have All Appliances 
programs. A.S. needs to keep the student Treasurer so a 
student will be responsible for student money and so he including Washer & Dryer· 
may work for the students in all programs. Carpeting in All Units. Call 
the estimated en.roll~ent figures for the following year. SECRETARY 
~ach club, orgamzabon or activity has a budget head who 1. Knowing that the A.S. may do away with the position 
is welcome to appear before the Finance Committee and of A.S. Secretary before you take office, do you think this 
explain his budget. When the Finance Committee has position should be continued and why? 
completed balancing the budgets it submits its 2. What would you as A.S. Secretary do to better 
IF YOU HAYE 
ANY QUESTION 
ON INSURANCE 
CALL HU 9-5738 
our new 
ERMPAPERARSENU;, 
Send $1.00 for your descriptive 
atalog of 1,300 quality termpapers 
§ 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
l (~13) 477•8474 • 477.5493 "We need a local salesman" ~~.qi'-<· --
de,orator mugs 
and give your coffee break glamour 
NEED A GIFT??? 
We carry a complete line 
of u nusal gifts! 
OWL 
PHARMACY 
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Leg. Views Minority,· Alum $ A WS Up For Vote 
A referendum dealing with the Festivities include a Camous 
The major topics of discussion at the Associated 
Student legislature meeting last Thursday were two 
referendums that appear on today's election ballot. 
Both referendums deal with allotment of student 
money. 
The first referendum asks students the question, 
"Should a certain amount of student activity funds 
be alloted on a per student basis for minority 
awareness programs?" This would mean .that 
instead of having to ask the legislature every time 
they need money, minority groups will have their 
own annual budget to finance programs. 
Some legislators felt that the question should also 
include a choic~ of dollar amounts to show just how 
much students would want to allot to minority 
groups. But it was decided that students would not 
fully realize how much an amount like $.50 per 
person would add up to in a total figure. So the 
referendum is a yes-or-no question with no specific 
amounts. 
The other referendum asks students if they want 
to continue alloting the $1.00 per student of tuition 
money to the Alumni Association. "Do students 
even know that we give money to the Association 
now?" was the first · Question asked by the 
legislators. Some legislators felt that a short 
summary of the Association's functions should be 
'included on the ballot. One legislator stated, "But 
they don't do anything." · 
Other legislators felt that students were not 
informed enough about the subject to be able to vote 
intelligently. "Students are involved with minority 
student groups but, not being alumni yet, they are 
not involved with the Alumni Association and thus 
they wouldn't know really how to vote," stated 
Karin Fladwed. 
Skip Smyser said, "It wouldn't be fair to print 
what the Association does in two sentences on a 
ballot. Most of us feel that they don't do too much 
but we should give them a chance to present their 
side too." Some members of the legislature felt that 
the question should not be put to students at all. 
Mrs. Fladwed ~uggested that a provision be put 
on that referendum which would allow students who 
did not have enough information on the matter to 
state this on the ballot. It was finally decided to let 
the executive officers of the A.S. decide how to 
present the question. 
Presently. the Alumni Association is alloted a 
total of $10,000 for the year . . 
In other business at the meeting, the legislators 
unanimously accepted the challenge from Fort 
Wright College to join the March of Dimes 
Walkathon. 
President John Allen received a letter from 
Western asking Eastern to support a court case 
"which might well result in a ruling that out-of-state 
tuition and fees are unconstitutional." Approxima-
tely $3 000 is needed for legal fees in the case. 
In the last ten minutes of the meeting, legislators 
voted to allot the Easterner $100 so it could print 
four extra pages to provide coverage for today's 
election. At least 1,200 people must vote in the 
election to validate the constitutional amendments 
that wi11 appear on the ballot. 
"They're good amendments so we're going to 
have to go out and get people to vote," said vice 
president, Jim DeWalt. 
E,np/oyrnent Office Helps Find Jobs 
Funded by the Emergency 
Employment Act, the campus 
Employment Office is active in 
finding both full and part-time 
employment for students living 
on campus and in Spokane. 
The agency works through the 
Financial Aids office in Sho-
walter Hall, and functions as a 
type of "go-between" for stu-
dents and employers. The office 
accepts all job applications from 
Eastern students who are looking 
for jobs. When employment 
opportunities arise, Spplr~ne and 
Ch~ney businessmen contact the 
agency, and a student.is referred 
to them . 
"We don't guarantee jobs," 
said student employment coordi-
nator Ken Kato. "When we hear 
about a job, we send the student 
over for the initial interview -- the 
rest is up to him. 
"It saves the student a lot of 
mileage, though, to contact our 
office before going out to look for 
a job," he continued. "We 
generally know where some of 
the jobs are, and who is hiring." 
Summer jobs, as well as 
employment during the school 
year, are handled through the 
student agency. Kato mentioned 
that a good tip for the summer 
job hunter is to "refer back to our 
office regularly -- employers 
want people who really want to 
work, and we often call someone 
for a job who has shown a lot of 
interest." 
Applications can · be made 
through the Financial Aid Office, 
Showalter Hall. 
future use of Associated Women open-house from 9-11:00 a.m. 
Students (AWS) funds will be and a noon luncheon at Tawanka 
included on the AWS ballot for for the girls and their Mothers. 
today's election of officers for the There will be a women's and 
1972-73 school year. men's fashion show at 2:00 
Presently, fifty cents of each sponsored by Mosman's of Spo-
woman student's tuition is ear- kane. Dorian Studio from Spo-
marked for AWS. The referen- kane, will have representatives 
dum will decide if AWS should taking pictures at the show. 
~o~tinue to receive this m_oney, or Entertainment by the dorms and 
1f it_ ~hould be turned mto ~he the coed of the quarter wil1 be 
Associated Students Operating announced at this time. 
Fund. . Invitations have been sent out 
AWS is also preparin~ for its to the parents of Eastern's 
annual Mother-Daughter day, women students. Tickets for the 
"Precious and F~w," May 13. luncheon go on sale May 8. 
Students Exhibit Ari 
Student works in painting, 
sulpture, metal, jewelry, cera-
mics, printmaking, watercolor, 
drawing and batik are on display 
in the new art gallery at Eastern. 
The tenth annual Student Exhibi-
tion started yesterday and will 
continue until May 12. The show 
can be viewed Monday through 
Friday from 9a.m. to 5 p.m. at no 
, cost. 
"The show gives students some 
exposure," stated Edward Bran-
nan, chairman of the student 
exhibition committee. "They nor-
mall~ have no place to show their 
works, especially the freshmen 
and sophmore students." 
The exhibition is sponsored by 
the students and faculty of the art 
departmen.t. The juror for the 
show, who chose what works 
would be shown was Mrs. Mary · 
Jo Spiering, director of the 
Corbin House of Spokane. 
Besides being the opening night 
of the art show, last night was an 
open house for the new art 
building. The art department 
moved into the building in 
January of this year. The basic 
floor plan of the building is 
circular, with the Eastern Wash-
ington Gallery of Art at the Hub. 
'Strong Men' At College Life 
Dave Washington, linebacker 
for the Denver Broncos and Jerry 
Thayer, a member of Christian 
Athletes in Action will be 
featured ip. a weight lifting 
.exhibition at tonight's College 
Life meeting 9:00 p.m . at LA 
Hall. Washington attended Al-
corn A & M College where he was 
drafted by Denver in the 9th 
round of the 1970 draft. Last year 
. he was voted the best rookie 
lineback in the league. 
Jerry Thayer is the co-ordina-
tor of sports communications for 
the Athletic Ministry of Campus 
Crusade for Christ. He attfmded 
Michigan State University and 
graduated with a degree in 
industrial technology and was 
captain of the school's national 
collegiate champion weightlifting 
team. 
~ctr CHENEY SUPER SALE! ~!~~ 
SPRING CLEARANCE- "FIRST COME- FIRST SERVEi' ~{14>-0 
$40,000 IN STOCK MUST GO NOWI 
SALE BEGINS APRIL 20th thru 30th! 
ALL STERE·O ·CONSOLES 
10% OVER COSTI 
ALL TELEVISION SETS 
B&W and COLOR 
10-20-30% OFFI 
RCA STRATOSCOPE ~! s7 95 ANTENNA WAS-9.95 .1ty 




10% OVER STOCK! 
INCLUDES: 
Ext • Spec kers 
Sol id State Works 
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Gr·ade Change Sponsored KEWC Gears 
To Students The A-B-C-no credit proposal 
was not considered at the Rules 
Committee and Academic Senate 
meeting April 17 because the 
meeting was adjourned before 
the proposal was brought up. 
The proposal, initiateq by 
economics instructor Shik Chun 
Young, calls for a no-fail system 
of grading. The basic system 
calls for grades of A, B, and C or 
no credit to be issued for all 
classes. 
The only new feature of the 
proposed grading system is the 
combination of the present D, F, 
W, WF and NC grades into one - -
NC (no credit). 
Young said a grade distribution 
for spring quarter 1971 at Eastern 
shows only one percent of the 
students received the grade of F , 
three percent D, ten percent W 
(withdrawal) and three percent 
· Inc.(incomplete). 
"I think on the basis of this report 
showing grade distribution that 
most of the departments are 
leaning toward this system 
already," said Young. 
"But this system is not typical 
just in this college. Another 
survey showed that the trend is 
towards this system in other 
Washington schools as well," 
reported Young. He said the 
distribution showed that fewer 
grades of D and Fare being given 
at other Washington colleges. 
"We are more interested ii:t the 
success of the students rather 
than the failure," said Young·. 
"This is a more positive program 
than setting a certain (grade 
point average) and telling the 
student he will be dropped if he 
does not reach it," he said. 
The biggest opposition has 
come from those who think the 
new system would guarantee at 
least a two-poing GPA. Young 
said if the · student receives too 
many no-credit marks he will be 
counseled. He said there could be 
a just cause for the individual not 
passing the courses, and to find 
the reason would be conducive to 
better learning. 
The proposal will be discussed 






"None of them have any money 
and they all want to put on big 
concerts, so they want to go 
together to do so," said John 
Allen, Associated Students presi-
dent of the six area schools who 
have banded together for inter-
school conferences. 
Eastern, Fort Wright College, 
Spokane Falls, Spokane Commu-
nity, Whitworth and Gonzaga will· 
meet in conference at noon on 
Saturday at the formal lounge of 
Gonzaga University's COG. 
• KEWC-Am (665 KHZ) and 
KEWC-Fm (89.9 MHZ are the 
radio stations here on campus. 
These stations are operated by 
radio-television students enrolled 
at Eastern. This quarter, KEWC-
Am and KEWC-Fm have several 
programs that are geared for 
student int.erest. 
On Tuesdays, Wednesdays and 
Thursdays from 6 a.m. to 8 a.m. 
KEWC-Fm wakes you up with Al 
Gilson. This show features the 
contemporary sounds of today. 
On Fridays from 12 noon to 3 
p.m. KEWC-Fm features the 
"Big Band Sounds". Aron Nacca-
ratto is your host for three hours 
with the sounds of Glen Miler. 
Benny Goodman and man} 
others. 
On Mondays, Tuesdays, Thurs-
days and Fridays, from 6p.m. tog 
, p.m. KEWC-Fm features pro-
gressive jazz. 
.Chinese Language Class 
The conference, formed to 
discuss common problems faced 
by all the schools, meets every 
six weeks to two months and the 
incumbent and newly elected 
officers of Eastern have been 
invited to attend. 
On Tuesdays from 9 p.m. to 2 
a.m. KEWC-Am and KEWC-Fm 
features the "Eleventh Hour". 
Eldon Bogart and Bruce Beslan-
wich take you through five hours 
of Golden Oldies. 
Needs Student Interest 
Want to learn how co speak 
Chinese? 
Interested students are encour-
aged to attend a meeting April 20, 
at 3 p.m. in Patterson 3021, to 
examine the possibilities of 
forming a Chinese class on 
campus, according to Shik Chun 
Young, economics' professor who 
will be participating in the 
instruction of the classes. 
"We want to set up some 
meeti~gs and see how the 
D.rug Ed. Goal 
0 f Mini-Class· 
A mini-seminar on drug educa-
tion will be offered by Eastern 
Friday, April 21, and all day 
Saturday in the Pence Union 
Building. . 
Richard Christenson, director 
of EWSC continuing studies, said 
registratio.n will be held from 5 to 
6 p.m. Friday evening in the 
PUB. Fees will include three 
meals and one credit for the 
seminar. 
Dr. Robert D. Barr, EWSC 
associate professor of health and 
physical education, .coordinator 
of the seminar, said instructors 
will include Howard Senter, 
administrator, and Charles De-
vore. drug education and trainig 
coordinator, both of the Spokane 






As varied and .individual 
as the men who choose 
them - each color and 
shape a definite statement 
of personality, framed in 
fashion. From Arrow's 
Mach 11 to the Arrow 
Knit, the quality, fit 
and fabrics are unexcelled. 
All are wrinkle-proof, 
and bristling with the 
Spring Tonic of style. 
Arrow Mach 11, youthful long 
sleeve shirt with a fashion flare , 
topped In colorful prints ••• 9.50 
The Arrow Knlt,long sTeeve style 
In the knit news of the century: 
dress shirt comfort! --··-··- $13 
STORE FOR MEN 
students respond to the idea and 
then we'll take.it irom there." he 
said. Young said about a dozen 
students were present at the 
initial meeting. 
The classes will be held in room 
3021, Patterson, at 3 p.m. on 
Monday, Wednesday and Thurs-
day, he said. 
Cooperatively scheduling spe-
akers at schools so as to reduce 
cost, cooperative bookings such 
as Richie Havens, women's 
rights and voter registration are 
among subjects discussed by the 
conference. -
If any clubs or organizations 
wish to broadcast Public Service 
Announcements over KEWC, call 
the Department of Radio-Televi-
sion at 359-2228, or come see us at 
SUB 206. 
Young said emphasis will be 
placed on speaking and reading 
Mandarin, the official Chinese 
language. Jack Liu, an economic 
instructor born in Northern 
China, will do most of the 




PAPERS BY QUALIFIED EXPERTS "We don't know if we can get a 
class for credit on campus or 
not," said Young. "This is just a 
class for interested students and 
family members. Sort of a 
''WE GIVE RESULTS!'' 
knowled~e for knowledge's sake 
deal,'' he said. 
More and more ways are being found 
to clean up our environment. The · 
next time you hear about one of these 
ways, think about the power needed 
to make it work. 
And as more and more of these 
problems are resolved they'll all need 
some kind of power to do the job. 
Experts say this country will need 
twice as much electricity in the next 
ten years. New generating facilities must 
4556 University Way N.E. 
Seatle, Wa. 98105 · 
206 ME 2-7300 
be built to meet these demands, and 
built in a way compatible with 
our environment. 
We'll continue working to do this. 
But we need your understanding today 
to meet tomorrow's needs~~ 
~ 
THE WASHINGTON 











* BOB THORSON 
* HERB JONES 
* OLIVER HAINES 
* SKIP SMYSER 
* ROB ALLEN 
* BOB HUBOF 
* DAVE HADEN 
* KAREN PRUITT 
* SCOTT GARSKI 
* DARYL PARSONS 
* CHRISTY HAFT. 
* KEN HENDRIX 
* JIM MORRIS 
* RON KRUCKENBERG 
·* ROD MICHAELIS 
* ROY MEYERS 
* RANDY CARR 
* CASSEY PRUITT 
* JOE MIDDLESWORTH 
* ROGER COURTNEY 
* DOUG SIENKNECHT· 
* JERRY CLINE 
* SANDY GREEN 
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_Savages Streak To Eighth Straight loop Win 
/ ,, / // / .... -
• 
Strong Zags Here Today; 
Vandals Invade Saturday 
This week the Savages take off from the hectic 
conference race and face a pair of outside foes. 
Today Gonzaga travels to Cheney to play a game at 
2:30. Saturday it's highly rated University of Idaho 
coming in for a twinbill which starts at 1:00 p.m. 
The Eastern Washington Savages surged out 
ahead in their race for the Evergreen Conference 
Title by sweeping a tripleheader against Oregon 
Tech Saturday in Klamath Falls, Oregon . 
Eastern's record now stands at 8-1 and with the 
season nearly half over, the competition will have 
to come on very strongly if they hope to displace 
the Savages. The scores of the games were 7-6, 12-2, 
and 8-1, all favoring Eastern. 
Of the three contests only the 
DeLong smacked a bases loaded 
triple driving home three runs. 
Again an offensive hero was 
Yakima Senior Conlin who stro-
ked three safeties. Mike Hare, 
Gene Nelson, and Steve Farring-
ton each had two hi ts. 
The third game. Another rout. 
Tommy Thompson pitched a 
six-hitter. Mike Hare is the 
offensive hero of this game. The 
sophomore ·outfielder from Spo-
kane cracked out three hits, 
including a pair of homers, in 
driving in six of the eight runs 
EW scored in the 8-1 walkover. 
Pitching · in with another four 
bagger was first baseman Far-
rington . 
i ~ first offered any real suspense. 
Going into their half of the last 
inning the Savages trailed Ore-
gon Tech by two runs, 6-4. Then, Bowling fanatic Tom Vail is in Long Beach at the 
national bowling tournament and has graciously 
given his space in this fishwrapper to this fellow 
sportswriter. 
As many of you know I have been the sports 
publicist for Eastern the past two years. I want to 
share a few thoughts with you dealing with 
frustratiP-n. . fl 
Now, Im not going to say that two years as ack 
man for Eastern athletics were totally wasted. 
There are many memorable moments like the time 
I was calling in my story to the Spokesman-Review 
after Western Washington had tromped us and in 
the middle of the story the Eastern bus left the 
stadium and I was stranded in Bellingham. It 
didn't turn out so bad, however, as two maidens I 
met that evening gave me a lift the next morning to 
Seattle where the team stayed. 
Once the FBI was on my tail for borrowing the 
school mascot of Oregon College (a stuffed wolf) 
and delivering it in Cheney with a little help. from 
my friends and a well-known Welsh miler. 
Perhaps the high point of my brief career was 
last month in Bellingham. The basketball play-offs 
extended to the third and final game with Western. 
As the Savages strutted on the court at least 200 of 
my Cheney brethern were cheering madly. 
Although we lost, it was outstanding sharing this 
event with 200 friends who had driven over 400 
miles during dead week to get it on. 
But my friends, there is another part of ~his job 
that tears my insides. It angers me to hear fellow 
students, who should know better, falsely accuse a 
friend of lies and distortions and insinuate that he 
is robbing the students of their money. You look at 
him, his wife and children, shake your head in 
disgust and say sorry. 
It bothers me to hear comparisons made of our 
athletic program to that of larger universities 
where the basketball budget alone is more than our 
·entire ten sport budget. The local media hales one 
coach and team as super for a 4-7 record and mocks 
at Eastern with a 5-5 record. 
Frustration really sets in when the media 
acclaims a coach with at least 10 full scholarships 
as year as a "miracle worker" with an 11-15 record 
and your basketball program with zero full 
scholarships rips off 23 wins in a season and is 
knowr as mediocre. It even gets more irritating 
after spending long hours at the typewriter 
expressing the good points of your program and a 
member of your own staff downgrades the 
-----rogram to_ar_e.a_c_oaches and_me..dia. 
Students talk of the waste in the program and you 
try to relate the 13 hour bus rides to Klamath Falls 
with only one meal a day. You listen to arguments 
at the student legislature meetings that student 
don't want varsity sports, but of course, these 
people never truck over to the "Brick Barn" in the 
winter ror a roun<1ball contest where 2,000 students 
seem to enjoy the entertainment. 
with a runner on third, third 
baseman Steve Blake stroked a 
grounder to drive in one run, 
narrowing the margin to 6-5. This 
set the stage for Ken Conlin, a 
hero the previous week, to slug 
out a home run, making the score 
7-6. All wasn't completely safe 
however, as Eastern had to 
contend with the potent bats of 
Tech in their bottom half of the 
last inning. Luckily, Eastern with 
relief chucker Dan Rickard 
leading the way was equal to the 
task and managed to eke out the 
victory . 
This suspenseful defeat likely 
took the starch out of the 
Oregonians for the remaining two 
games of the triple bill they 
proved something less than 
competitive. In game two, the 
combination of Don Freeman's 
four hit pitching and a 13 hit 
attack proved overwhelming to 
Tech and the final margin was a 
lopsided 12-2. This marks the 
fourth EVCO win for lefty 
Freeman, who has yet to allow an 
earned run in conference play. 
Eastern wrapped this game up in 
inning two when outfielder Kim 
C.Rlll)Ull1Ef 
We need sharp, young ambitious young men willing to 
travel while learning a new and distinguished form of 
selling to a young market. 
While you are learning we pay your salary $700/ month 
and pay your expenses. Our minimum trainging period 
is 14 days and our maximum training on salary 45 days. 
This is judged on your progress. Our reps average on 
our incentive pay basis $1,000 per month their first year. 
We are a young company and offer unequaled opportunities 
for promotion and advancement. It's all on your merit 
and abilities. Good career potential for right man! 
LET'S FIND OUT! 
Write following address and include address, 
phone number and resume along with college 
transcript to: 
835 N. 9th - COEUR d'ALENE, IOAHO 
83814 
ARE YOU GOING TO 
HAVE ENOUGH $$$ 
TO STAY IN SCHOOL 
NEXT YEAR?? 
*ROTC Pays $100. A Month 
Your last 2 Years Of College! 
* ROTC Provides You 
A Second Career Field! 
*ROTC Wants 
Tomorrows leaders! 
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Central Easy Victor; Intramural So·ttball 
Thine lads Face Whitworth To Get Underway 
Central proved to the other 
Evergreen Conference track 
teams that they are the ones 
favored to win the conference 
title by gaining a relatively easy 
111-52 dual meet victory over 
Eastern last Saturday at Ellens-
bCir~. 
In winning 13 of the 18 events at 
the-meet, Central proved to be a 
very- strong and experienced 
squad. With almost all juniors 
and seniors on the team, Eas-
tern's track coach, Gerry Martin, 
felt the Eastern squad did not do 
as well as expected but felt the 
squad is improving each week. 
"I feel several members of the 
team are improving quite well 
and are building into very fine 
competitors," stated Coach Mar-
tin. 
A fine stanqout at last Satur-
day's meet was Mike Hopley of 
Eastern. Hopley, in winning the 
javelin with a toss of 223'6" 
broke the school record of 220' 4", 
set in 1966. 
Hopley's record toss qualified 
him to compete in the NAIA 
National Track Meet, to be held 
in Billings, Montana, this spring. 
Along with Hopley's fine per-
formance, other first place fin-
ishes by the Savage squad were 
Barry Jahn, winning the 3000 
meter steeplechase and then 
showing stamina in placing third 
in the 3 mile; a best ever 
high-jump by Rob Watson; and 
the usual fine performance by 
Bob Maplestone in winning the 
880 and 3 mile competition. 
Other improving performances 
by Eastern squad members were 
Toby Robilard and Dave Baker's 
best ever tosses in the javelin and 
shot put, in which Martin 
commented that both, are show-
ihg much promise; and a tnird 
place shot put finish by Scott 
Savs Streak 
Eastern Washington won all 
three matches in a four-way 
college golf meet Monday at 
Indian Canyon to advance its 
season record to 7-1-1. 
The Savages topped Spokane 
Falls 121/z-51/2, Colurp.bia Basin 
111/2-31/2 and North Idaho 18-0. 
Spokane nipped CBC 8112-6 and 
those two beat North Idaho 18-0. 
Gary Lindlbad of Eastern was 
medalist with 68, followed by Jim 
Zimmerman of CB.C with 71, 
Chuck Felter of CBC and Les 
Barton of SFC with 72's, Bruce 
Brevet of EW with 73 and Mark 
Running of EW with 74. 
FOR PHOTO 
' & STEREO EQUIPMENT 
The GROOVE 
& SHUTTER 
420 · 2nd · Ph. 235 · 4901 
Garske, who has been injured fqr 
the past six weeks. 
A second place finish by 
Eastern's Paul Rosser in the pole 
vault and Mark Deviney's excel-
lent job in the mile, won by Paul 
Slichter at the finish line, showed 
the improvement in many of the 
even ts , stated Martin. 
The meet this weekend at 
Whitworth, starting at 1:00 will 
be a "proving we are better" dual 
meet according to the Eastern 
squad. 
I 
Martin says the meet ought to 
be very close between the two 
teams with Whitworth relatively 
strong in many of the events but 
without the depth that Eastern 
has. · 
The main obstacle facing the · 
Eastern squad, in slowing down 
their progress, is the weather. 
"We need a break in the weather· 
to work out. It would really help 
us," stressed Martin. 
Long lump - 1. Dave Walker (CW) 
25·11/.c; 2 Jim Gu~lomo (CW) 23·31/2 ; 3. 
Dave Jones (CW) 22·~k 
Shot - 1. Bill Harsh (£W) SS-11; 2 
Toby Roblla1·d (EW) 52·7; 3. ScoO Garske 
(EW) 49-31/2. ' 
3000 meter steeplechase . - 1. Barry 
Jahn (EW) 9 :59.9; 2 Al Wells (CW) 
10: 15.5; 3. Steve Crup (CW) 10:27.5. 
Pole vault - 1. Rey Payne CCW) 14-6· 
14. Paul Rosser (EW) U-0; 3. Steve Kru11'-
er (CW) 13-0, 
4.40 relay - CW ( Ken-ies Behrbaum 
Walker, Slavens) 43:6; E W 44.9. ' 
Javelin - 1. Mike Hopley (E W} 223-4; 
2. Leray Day (EW) 191-7; 3 Miko Wal l 
(CW) 175·1. . 
Trlple iump - 1. Jim Untewagner 
CCW} 45·11'12; 2. Jim Guglomo (CW) 45. 
l1h; 3. Dave Jones (CW) 44-814. 
220 - 1. Slavens (CW)' 22. l; 2. Walker 
(CW) 22.7; 3. Bink Picard (EW) 22.9. 
Three mile - Bob Maplestone c EWJ 
15:23.S; 2. Bill Bloom · (CW) 15:U 8· 3 
Barry Jahn C EW) 16: 01. .C . · ' · 
Mile re!&Y - CW ( Bu Ills, Schlieter 
Berq, Kon1gsber~rl 3:35.4; 2. EW 3:38.p'. 
Team Kore - CW 105, EW 49. 
GU Next 
For Women 
Eastern's women's tennis team 
will travel to Gonzaga for a 
match, Thursday, April 20th, 
starting at 2 o'clock. 
The Savagettes are sporting a 
1-1 record after last week's 
action. Eastern defeated the 
University of Idaho, 6-0, while 
being edged out by Central, 4-3. 
In the match with Central, 
Eastern winners were Karen 
Gilmore, 8-6, 9-7; Debbie Timm, 
1-6, 6-4, 6-4; and the doubles team 
of Miss Timm and Chris Bigelow, 
7-5, 6-2. 
The entire team roster is as 
listed below: Margie Am.es, Chris 
Bigelow, Kerry Bigelow, Sheryl 
Christomos, Karen Gilmore, Con-
nie Lebsack, Mary Leslie, Sandy 
Lofing, Mary McCormick, Becky 
Rittierodt, Jan Rostvold, Debbie· 
Timm, Tammy Timm, and Jan 
Viegas. 
Women Fourth 
Eastern's women 's track team 
travels to Ellensburg this week-
end for a seven-way meet, 
Saturday, April 22, at 1 o'clock. ' 
Mile - 1. Paul Sllchter (CW) -4:40.4; 2. 
Mark Deviney (EW) -4 : 41.2; 3. Terry Rice 
(CW) 4:41.6. 
High lump - Rob Watson CEW) 6-3; 2. 
John Hargreeve (CW), Wayne Hershel 
CEWJI, tie, 5-10. 
Hlq hurdles - 1. Steve Berg (CW) 
14.B; 2. Mike Clari (CW) 15.0; 3. John 
Mobrav /CW) 1~.9. · 
Participating in the meet will 
be: Eastern, Central, Western, 
Pacific Lutheran, Puget Sound, 
-~ Washington State, .. and the Uni-
versity of Washington. 
Eastern, fielding a team of only 
440 ..:... i . Bob Kenles (CW> 51.8; 2• Carl seven girls, (compared to many 
Atkinson CEWl 52.4; 3. Demetrlas Taylor of the schools fielding 20 girls), 
With intramural men's softball 
competition starting tt_1is week, a 
bigger than ever turnout is 
expected to take the field for the 
softball competition. 
Forty-four softball teams have 
signed up, according to Intra-
mural Director Jared Fors, and 
each team is vying to reach the 
softball playoffs later this quar-
ter and eventually win the 
championship. 
Women's softball started last 
Monday and 12 teams have 
entered. " This is a much better 
turnout t~an in the past," 
commented Fors, "and play 
should be very active among the 
women softball teams." 
For all table tennis enthusiasts, 
a sign-up sheet at the intramural 
office, in the Fieldhouse, is 
available. All entrants must sign 
up by this Friday. 
Handball and water basketball 
are already underway and this is 
by far the biggest turnout for 
these two intramural events. 
Handball, with two on a team, 
is being played in one of the small 
gyms in the Fieldhouse. 
Six teams are now dribbling 
through the water in the ill-tra-
muraf basketball tournament. 
This very physical event is · one 
which Fors invites all students to 
view. "The struggling and shots 
in the water by the water 
basketball teams is something to 
view," commented Fors. 
With the theme "Get in Shape 
for Spring," all women are 
invited to attend the weekly 
Thursday night , women's fun 
night at the Fieldhouse. 
<E~Jci!·
5
.:... 1. BIii Harsh ccw> 112~9; 2. finished 4th out of 12 teams in the 
1:~~a~~i.dles <CW> 
151-5; 3• Toby Robe- U of W Invitational held last Every Thursday mght, from 
100 - 1. Steve Slavens (CW> 9.6; 2. weekend. 7:00 to 9:00 p.m., swimming, 
ilke 0t:wa1im (CW) 9•6; 3· Duayne F" } · h volleyball, badminton, use of the 
irt~e~ 1. ~l{MaPlestone <EWJ 2:04.9; irst pace mt at meet went to t v1nce Koolgsberger ccwi 2:05.4; 3. Flathead Valley Community Col- exercise room and other activi-
Nlck Lazanls (EW) 2:07.2. t· "11 b b ·1 bl f E t 
~o hurdles - 1. Tom Clark ccw> 61.4; lege, with Western taking second, 1es w1 ea a1 a e or as ern 
t·eh~i~mR~~~~~}cwi 60: 3. Mike and Central placing third. women students and faculty ,..,..,..,..,..,..,.,...,.,.,.,..,.,..,..,.,..,.,.,.,..,.,.,.,.,..,,..,.,.,.,.,..,.,.,~.,.,.,.,, 
I . f Ill/ 011/IN6 I I 
I SPOKANE SPORT p ARA CHUTE CLUB I 
I IS NOW OPENING ITS MEMBERSHIP! I I *EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO COMPLETE YOUR FIRST JUMP! I 
I * QUALIFIED INSTRUCTORS & JUMPMASTERS WILL GUIDE YOU I I THROUGH ALL PHASES OF TRAI NING AND JUMPING! I 
1 * COST IS $·55 .00! I 
I * ORIENTATION MEETING WILL BE 7 :00 PM, WEDNESDAY, I 
I APRIL 19 AT BUILDING# 3, FA NCHER ROAD; FELTS FIELD! § 
I * Fl RST 25 PEOPLE WITH MEMBERSHIP FEE WI LL BE ACCEPTED! I 
I . COME JOIN THE FUN I I OF THE SPACE AGE SPORT! ~ 
~ .,.,.,.,.,..,..,.., ............................................................. .,..,..,..,.,.,.,.,.,..,.,., 
wives. 
Peggy Steiner, head of wom-
en's fun night, commented, 
"Come Thursday nights, women, 
so you can get into those 




Eastern's men's tennis team 
will host Central Washington 
State College in a match this 
,,. afternoon, April 19th, at 2:30 P·Ill:· 
Last week's action evened the 
Savages record at 1-1, as they 
defeated Spokane Falls Commu· 
nity College, 5-4. 
' 
A probable listvig of team 
members participating in the 
match is as follows: John Jenft 
Jim Brouhard, Wally Toby, Stev~ 
Wagstaff, Mike Ammundsen, and 
Jack Brunnel. 
Coach Phil Hegg said he feels 
Central will be the conference 
team to beat this year, as they 
look very strong. 
THAMES 
LADY'S $44 . 75 MAN'S '39 , 75 
FAIRLITE 
LA DY 'S S55 MAN'S 55 
Timeless Twosomes 
TRAD l,T IONAL W EDDING RINGS 
Smith 
Jewelers 





JEPP RIDDLE a 
RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT . 
J I 
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April· 19: 
A.S. General Elections, show 
your interest and get out and 
vote! 
Baseball with the Savages 
meeting of Gonzaza University of 
Spokane at 1 p.m. 
A representative from North-
shore School District, Bothell, 
will interview graduates interes-
ted in his district, in all areas and 
levels . 
April 20: 
Faculty Recital, Kelly Farris, 
8: 15 in the Music Building Recital 
Hall. 
A.S. Women's Commission will 
sponsor the Planned Parenthood 
speakers again tonite from 7: 30 
to 8: 30 in both Streeter-Morrison 
mnlit-ourpose room and also at 
Dryden Hall. 
The Eastern Washington State 
College Bridge Club is having 
their first club game tonite at 
7:00 in the PUB, room 121. Both 
faculty and students are encour-
aged to attend. The charge will be 
$1.00 for faculty , staff, or their 
spouses, and 50 cents for students 
or their spouses. Any person 
interested in obtaining further 
information or a partner, should 
contact Dr. John Hanke in 
Kingston 215 or call 359-7972. The 
club will consist initially of 
inexperienced players; so if you 
are interested in bridge as a 
hobby, pleas.e attend. 
Members of the Spokane Green 
Beret Unit will parachute onto 
the area west of the baseball field 
today at 5:00 p.m. (weather 
permitting). After the jump the 
members will talk to ROTC 
cadets and any interested specta-
tors, and will answer questions 
about the Special Forces. The 
demonstration is sponsored by 
the Eastern ROTC Department. 
Intramural men's softball 
deadline. 
College Pal'k Ap~rtments 
NOW RENTING 
A.S. Women's Commision will 
sponsor Planned Parenthood spe-
akers and discussion sessions 
from 11 to 12: 00 and from 12 to 
1 :00 at Kennedy Auditorium. The 
Speakers will appear from 7: 30 to 
8:30 p.m. in Dressler Hall also. 
Beautiful brand new one bedroom apartments. 
These are fully furnished with a contemporary 
decor. Off street parking and laundry facilit ies. 
Representatives from Tumwa-
ter School District will be on 
campus to interview candidates 
for the following positions: Ele-
mentary Librarian; Junior High 
Science-Math ; Girl's P.E.; Lan-
guage Arts; Senior High Home 
Economics ; Girl's P .E.; Ma th-
Science ; and Language Arts. 
From: $105 Unfurnished 
To $135 Furnished 
See at 2nd and J or Call 235-6423 
or 235-6155 
PULLMAN REALTY 
405 E. MAJN 









-··ol·'U'" Cleaners DIH, 111 A & Tailors -
IN A HURRY? 
4 HOUR SERVICE UP UNTIL 2pm ON 
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING & PRESSING 
HOURS: 7:45 to 6pmt 
DRYCLEANING! · 25/. per pound 'I' you press 




Phone: 235-6278 1706-2ND 
Jim Dyck 
Representat.ives from Procter 
and liamble will be on .campus to 
interview for Sales and Sales-
Management Trainees. They will 
be looking for aggressive indivi-




University of Montana Quintet 
will be performing tonite at 8: 15 
in the Music Building Recital 
Hall. o 
Entry deadline for Men's and 
Women's table tennis. 
Representatives from Moses 
Lake will be on campus to talk to 
graduates qualified for the fol-
lowing positions : Junior High 
Girls' Guidance Counselor ; Art 
and Crafts; Typing; Home Ee; 
Science and Math; Senior High 







1202 NW Blvd. 
tion . 
April 22 : 
Baseball here, with the Savages 
meeting the University of Idaho 
Vandals at 1 :00 p.m. 
Track meet with Whitworth 
of Spokane. 
Military Ball, Ridpath Hotel, 
Spokane. 
April 23: 
Dance production, Orchesis, 
8: 15 m the lv1usic Building. 
April 25: 
Special Showing, "Jesus Christ 
Superstar" Canadian Cast, PUB, 
3:00 and 8:00 admission is $1.00. 
Dance Production, Orchesis at 














c ·HENEY AUTO PARTS 
Home Owned •ncl Operated 
DAILY SER Vlt;£ 
ON 
SPECIAL ORDERS 
IF AV AILABLi ! 














fOt EWSC STUDENTS! Your Engagement Portrait Study in I\Jatural 
MON. Thru S:RI. UNTIL 5pm -
3 GAMES FOR 1.20 - 4th GAME 
FREE WITH THIS COUPON 
Expires 4/21/72 
4 POOL TABLES · GAME ROOM 
SNACK BAR - BEER & WINE 
Color including glossy for newspaper only $10. 50 • . 
. Reserve Your Wedding Date and the Engagement 
glossy is FREE! Visit the All NEW .•. 
~ I (. 
. '1/ Ot-tti# ~ 
S.161 POST Artistry & Photography MA 4-8928 ~ ~~-<:... /;!Q.. Or,.\.t£-.Or,.\. /:!~~~-~ 
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' CANDIDATES FOR 1972 MILITARY BALL QUEEN - Eastern's ROTC cadets will vote 
for the queen candidate of their choice and the winner will be crowned this Saturday 
night at the ROTC Military Ball at the Ridpath Hotel. The queen candidates are· seniors 
and are members of the ROTC Sponsor Corps. From left, they are, K_ay Garber, Kathy 
Marsh and Jan Hall. Eastern's President, Emerson Schuck, will crown the winner at 
10:30 p.m. Music for the affair will be by the "Mad Hatters" and tickets are available at 
the PUB ticket desk through Friday and at the door Saturday night. 
.. 
JEFF RIDDLE 
KNOWS YOU HAVE A. MIND 
OF YOUR OWN.I 
, - ElEC:T REs~PoNSIBtE GOVERNMENT 
ELECT 
John Allen 
A. S. President 
Cathy Logan 
A. S. Executive Secretary 
Rick Schierman 
A. S. Legislator (Spokane) 
Pat O'Donnell 
A. S. Legislator (Spokane) 
Candidate for Vice President 
Dan Krueger 
A. S. Legislator <Spokane) 
Art Maginnis 
A. S. Legislator (Spokane) 
Jennifer Davis 
A. S. Legislator (Campus) 
Mike Donovan 
A. S. Legislator (Cheney) 
Kur Maunu-
A. S. Legislator ( Campus) 
Otto Allison III 
A. S. Legislator (Cheney) 
Karin F ladwed 
A. S. Legislator ( Campus) 
Tony Kjeldsen 
A. S. Legislator (Spokane) 
Candidate for Treasurer 
- - --,.~~ - -- -------- - - - - - - .. ~ --· - ··- -·-
JEFF RIDDLE 
PEOPLE OF RESPONSIBILITY SUPPORT 
A RESPONSIBLE CANDIDATE! 
Mel Addington 
A. S. Legislator (Campus) Jim Boley 
Candidate for Leg. Position 15 (Cheney) 
John Poppy 
A. S. Legislator (Spokane) Dave Brown 
Candidate for Leg. Position 16 (Campus) 
Mike Baker 
Candidate for E.C.A. Dick Cook 
Candidate for Leg. Position 17 (Spokane) 
Jay Johnson 
Candidate for E.C.A. Pat Hayes 
Chairman, Student Union Board of Control 
Jim Howeiler 
Candidate for Treasure1 James Wallingford 
General Education Committee 
Ingrid Brandt 
Candidate for Executive Secretary Jerry Howe 
Student-Faculty Relations Committee . 
Kevin Baldwin 
Candidate for Leg. Position 13 _(Campus) Karen Williams 
President, Dressler Hall 
Tom Rantz 
Candidate for Leg. Position 13 (Campus) Candy Murray 
Library Committee 
Carol Worthington 
, Candidate for Leg. Position 14 (Spokane) Ted Schwab 
President, Theta Chi Upsilon Fraternity 
Bruce Van Fossen 
Candidate for Leg. Position i4 (Spokane) Jean Ward 
President, Louise Anderson Hall 
Carolyn Garrison 
Candidate for Leg. Position 15 (Cheney) Jerry Barnard 
Editor, the KINNIKINICK 
-
..... _ 
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0 
I 
I FOR A.S. GENERAL ELECTION I 
I APRIL 19, 1972 I 
I PRESIDENT u~s. PRESIDENTIAL 1
1 1 o Jeff Riddle rs•,. .u--.~ PREFERENCE POLL 
I D U.la l•1tt11n ~ c..o1111•&L I 
I VICE -PR ES IDE NT O George McGovern 1· 
I CJ Pat O'Donnell D Richard Nixon I 
II EXEC. COORDINATOR I 
I 
OF ACTIVITIES I 
I O Mike Baker CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT I I D Jay Johnson (Bill 067) (Bilf 081) I 
I TR EA SU R E R Establishes student identity for {A) Moves elections one addition- 11 voting in student elections by al week into each quarter to D Tony Kieldsen presentation of any suitable provide for better newspaper 
I D James Howei ler photo identification card rather publicity. I ·SECRETARY than the Student Body ID Card. Yes D No D 
I CJ Jeanne Herron YesO No D I 
I D Ingrid Brandt I 
1
1 von FOR YOUR D1sn1c1 ONLY REFERENDUM 1: I 
CONSTITUT16NAL AMENDMENT That the student Government 
I (Bi 11 068) should work for the establish- I 
I Legislative Position # 14 - Spokane ment of "Dorm Hours" set by the More clearly establishes guide- Dorms themselves, rather than 
I D lines for the payment of student let limits be set by the College 1
1 
. Carol Worthington executives in student govern- Administration. 
I Cl Bruce D. Vanfossen ment. I Yes D No D 
I YesO No D I I Legislative Position #]7 - Seokane I 
II D David Hovda CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT REFERENDUM 2: I D Dick Cook I 
I That. the Magic Bus service (Bi II 069) should be expanded on week-
I Changes polling place personnel nights and week-ends to make the I Legislative Position # 18 - Spokane requirements so that they (the recreation facilities of Spokane I I precinct workers) may be rela- available to Cheney-located stu- I 
I tives of faculty or administra- dents, and library and campus D Shannon Linden tors; and changes the office facilities available to Spokane- I 
I O Jeff Jordan responsible for elections from the located students Director of Student Activities to · I I the office of the Student Body yes D No D 
I 
Legislative Position # 15 - Cheney Vice-President. II 
Yes I I No D 
I D Carolyn Garrison REFERENDUM 3: I 
I O Jim Boley I CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT That student Government should 
I I # establish that some portion of I Leg is ative Position .13 - Campus ( I I Student Activity Funds be allo- 0 I Bi 070) cated for Minority Awareness I 
I 
Cl Kevin Baldwin Establishes Rules of Order · for rrograms. I 
D the Student Body Legislature as I Tom Rantz Robert's Rules of Order. Yes D No D I 
I YesO No D I Legislative Position # 16 - Campus 
I REFERENDUM 4: I 
I D Dave Brown CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT I $1 per quarter per student should I (Bill 071) be collected from -the student I 
I 
Changes the number of Judges on services portion of tuition to I 
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDEMENT 
the Student Superior Court from provide lifetime membership in 
I five (5) to seven (7). the Alumni Association. (The I 11 \ collection of this fee would not 
I (Bi 066, Yes CJ No D result in increased tuition.) I Provides a method for removing I student legislators from offiGe for Yes D No D I 
I 
non-attendance or incompetence. I 
Yes CJ No D CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT 
II (Bill o72) REFERENDUM 5: I 
I 
CO NSTI TUTI O NAL AME ND ME NT (A) Makes the Student Treasurer I 
I 
{Bi II 065) and the Student Activities Coor- The present funding level of the I 
dinator non-voting members of Union Operations Budget (PUB & 
Changes composition of student the Student Legislature, (B) _ BookstoreJ_ shoulcLb in.er-eased---~ 
I 
legislature by (A) representa- removes the Faculty Advisor without raising the present tui- I 
tives elected "at large" rather from the Student Legislature, tion level. I 
than by Campus, Cheney, and aad (C) removes the Associated 
Spokane Districts, and (B) re- Student Secretary as an elected I I duces the number of student officer, effective at the end of the Yes D No D 
I legislators from 18 to 15, effective Spring Quarter, 1972. I Fall 1972. 
I Yes D No O Yes D No D I ~~---------- -----------------------------~ 
